
Tall Canopy Set Up Video Audio Description Transcript 
1 
00:00:00.000 --> 00:00:06.765 
Woman sits near a lake in a folding chair beneath a canopy, Text, Lightspeed, Tall Canopy 
with Shade Wall. 
 
2 
00:00:06.900 --> 00:00:10.229 
Woman unzips canopy's carry bag in a grassy area. 
 
3 
00:00:10.415 --> 00:00:18.859 
Text, Your purchase comes with: Tall Canopy, Carry Bag, Shade Wall, Hub Cover, Sand Bags 
times 4, Stakes. 
 
4 
00:00:19.593 --> 00:00:27.842 
She begins to assemble canopy, Sets bag and covers to the side, Stands canopy upright and 
unravels strap which holds together poles. 
 
5 
00:00:28.970 --> 00:00:35.076 
Flattens four pieces outward and also lays flat the strap which connects the four pieces in a 
circular pattern. 
 
6 
00:00:36.075 --> 00:01:04.558 
While she stands inside the strap circle, she pulls up the canopy from the center, Eventually 
she positions herself beneath the center and holds it over her head until all poles extend 
outward, She kneels down and sets the canopy's four corners on the grass, From inside, she 
pulls a center strap down and exposes a small circle at the very top, Covers the hole in the 
top with the hub cover, Then she extends each of the canopy's four poles to make it taller 
and pulls a latch down to fasten the pole's height in place. 
 
7 
00:01:05.717 --> 00:01:16.065 
Two locations show the canopy in grass and in sand, In grass, a stake is driven through a 
loop and down, In sand, hands scoop sand into a bag which is secured to the canopy. 
 
8 
00:01:17.780 --> 00:01:24.982 
The shade wall of the canopy is installed by first fastening the top center piece, then two 
sides, followed by two bottom loops. 
 
9 
00:01:25.036 --> 00:01:29.194 
She places low folding chair inside assembled canopy and sits down. 



 
10 
00:01:31.003 --> 00:01:33.738 
Two toy sailboats float in the water nearby. 
 
11 
00:01:34.686 --> 00:01:37.066 
The woman begins to disassemble the canopy. 
 
12 
00:01:38.431 --> 00:01:55.027 
From inside, she pulls down on a center rope, Then from the outside, she lowers each of the 
four poles, Once the canopy is low enough, she removes the hub cover, With the center 
piece in hand, she folds the canopy together by pressing her thumbs into two yellow pieces 
along the center bar. 
 
13 
00:01:57.362 --> 00:02:03.449 
She brings each of the four side poles into the center and ties all the pieces together with 
the large circular strap. 
 
14 
00:02:10.448 --> 00:02:22.826 
Lays the canopy flat on its side and rolls it up tightly, Secures it together with two straps 
before she places it into the carry bag which sits nearby, Zips up the bag, picks it up and 
throws the strap over her shoulder. 
 
15 
00:02:25.622 --> 00:02:29.325 
Text and logo of a mountain shape inside a circle, Light speed. 


